About Sci on the Fly

Sci on the Fly is a fellow-run blog and podcast that promotes public understanding of science and policy. It provides STPF current and alumni fellows an opportunity to gain vital experience in writing and podcasting for lay audiences. Launched in 2013, Sci on the Fly is the brain child of fellows Lynn Adams, Judy Keen and Lynn Hull.


Executive Producer (podcast): Philip Ko (https://www.aaaspolicyfellowships.org/user/6286)

Social Media @STPFSciFly (https://twitter.com/STPFSciFly): Jenell Walsh-Thomas (https://www.aaaspolicyfellowships.org/user/40959/profile)


*Sci on the Fly does not necessarily reflect the views of AAAS, its Council, Board of Directors, officers, or members. AAAS is not responsible for the accuracy of this material. AAAS has made this material available as a public service, but this does not constitute endorsement by the association.*
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